
Embedded and computer imaging solutions for
challenging environments

ADVANCED IMAGING PRODUCTS, EMBEDDED SYSTEMS AND SOLUTIONS

Steatite’s imaging business unit, Active Silicon Ltd and its US subsidiary Active Silicon Inc, is a leading 
designer, manufacturer and supplier of high quality imaging and embedded vision systems. We provide 
cameras and camera electronics for image data transmission, frame grabbers for data acquisition, and 
embedded systems for image processing and machine control. 

Our products have applications in many areas of science and industry, including manufacturing, life 
sciences, medical imaging, security and defence. From space missions to large scale deployment of 
industrial vision systems, our imaging components and embedded systems are helping our customers 
provide world-class solutions.

Cameras and interface/processor boards

We offer a range of autofocus-zoom block cameras to suit a variety of industrial, medical, surveillance and transport applications. Our Harrier
cameras and camera interface boards, together with our BlueBird video adapters are versatile products that offer users plenty of flexibility. 

Features of our cameras include multiple output options, compact size, global
shutter, powerful zoom and our own range of Harrier cost-effective block cameras.

Camera interface boards take data from the proprietary block camera interface and 
convert into industry standard formats such as 3G-SDI/HD-SDI, USB3, HDMI, Ethernet 
H.264 IP and MIPI CSI-2. All modules feature very low clock jitter and stable outputs 
over a wide temperature range, making them ideal for harsh environments where 
precision is vital.

Frame grabbers

Active Silicon designs and manufactures CoaXPress and Camera Link frame grabbers based around 
leading-edge hardware technology and versatile software toolkits. The portfolio includes the very 
fastest acquisition cards allowing the acquisition of high-speed, high-resolution images in real-time 
and without employing the CPU. Frame grabbers in different form-factors are available that support 
64-bit versions of Windows, Linux and QNX. We also offer a range of accessories, including
CoaXPress and Camera Link cables and I/O adapters for use with frame grabbers.
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Embedded systems

We design and manufacture custom embedded systems, often integrating our
innovative image acquisition technology. Typically, units are designed for a specific 
OEM application often in the field of medical devices, industrial automation or remote 
monitoring. Our custom products usually include cutting-edge vision technology, but 
also integrate machine control, communications, networking and other I/O functions. 

All our embedded vision systems are designed to meet various safety, quality and 
medical standards as appropriate, as well as being designed for long product life; 
retaining the same fit, form and function for many years.

Support

Our team of engineers and experts offer ongoing support, advice and assistance, 
setting us apart from other suppliers. We’ll find the best solutions for your 
project by considering every aspect including performance requirements, costs, 
product lifetime and quality assurance. 

When only the best will do

When working with Steatite and Active Silicon, you can always be confident of a 
professional, no compromise, quality service. Our products utilise only the finest 
components and we are always available to answer your questions.

Steatite imaging systems

Software

Our vision products are supported by a variety of software tools. We provide powerful user 
software and SDKs for frame grabbers with support across several operating systems. We 
also offer SDKs for USB and IP video application developers. Additionally, a wide range of 
drivers for third party machine vision and scientific imaging packages is available.

If you have an imaging requirement contact us on +44 (0)1753 650600 or email info@activesilicon.com

For more information regarding our imaging solutions visit www.activesilicon.com
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Custom design services

For projects that require a turnkey solution, our expertise extends to custom solutions, including system level design, schematics and PCB design, 
FPGA and VHDL programming, customised software, product design, prototyping and manufacturing.

Active Silicon’s R&D team offer a wealth of knowledge and skill, enabling the delivery of your concept in a shorter time and with less cost. Our 
dedicated staff offer a one-stop-shop service, so you’ll deal with the same professional and expert engineering team for the duration of your
project. We can tailor and optimise our products specifically to meet the needs of your application.


